This 40" x 40"quilt was made with three charm packs but could easily be made with
scraps from your stash. You'll also need
3/4 of a yard for sashing
1 1/4 yards backing
1/2 yard for binding
To make the blocks pull out two fabrics that will make a pinwheel. Find the matching
charms in the other charm pack. Draw a diagonal line on the back of two of the matching
charms. Layer them right sides together and sew a quarter inch wide seam on each side
of the diagonal line. Then cut along the line.

Press open. You will have four half square triangles. TRIM SO BLOCKS ARE 3 1/2" x
3 1/2". (If working from scraps cut four 4 3/8" x 4 3/8" squares draw the diagonal and
sew. You won't need to trim. Your blocks will already be 3 1/2" square)

Position the half square triangles as shown to make a
pinwheel. Sew together. MAKE A TOTAL OF 16
BLOCKS.

Cut a total of 8-2.5" strips for sashing. 2 will be subcut into 12- 2.5"x6.5" rectangles.
Sew into rows as shown. Make four rows.

Use more of the sashing strips to assemble the center of the quilt.

To make the nine patches for the border:
From the charm pack pick two squares. Cut them into 3 ~ 1 1/2" strips. Sew them
together as shown.

Sew them into nine patches as shown.

Make a total of 44 nine patch blocks.
Sew 10 nine patches together. Make four of those sets.
Sew a top and bottom sashing on them sew a set of nine patches to the top and bottom as
shown.

To make the remaining side borders, cut 4-3.5 x 2.5" rectangles from sashing fabric.
Assemble the border as follows, nine patch, sashing piece, 10 nine patches, sashing
pieces and then nine patch. Make two.

Assemble by sewing a sashing strip to each side and then the newly created nine patch
strip.

Quilt and bind. ENJOY!

